
PRODUCT SHEET

Natural Made in Canada

COLLECTION Designer

SERIES International

SPECIES Santos Mahogany

Note: We have made every effort to display the colour choices as accurately as possible. Unfortunately, we cannot
guarantee that the colours you see on your monitor are an exact reproduction of the original. Colours will vary
depending on screen resolution and graphics card. Wood is a natural product and each plank is unique. The samples
are too small to adequately reproduce all of the natural characteristics, including mineral streaks, knots and tonal
variations, which appear over a large floor space. Always make sure to verify your colour choice with the Lauzon flooring
samples on display at a retailer nearest you.



PRODUCT SHEET

Natural Designer Collection, International Series, Santos Mahogany

CONSTRUCTION

ENGINEERED

Micro-V

3 1/4" (82.5 mm) MA03M125V

5 3/16" (132 mm) MA05M125V

INSTALLATION Nailed, stapled, glued or floated

Square Edge

3 1/4" (82.5 mm) MA03B125

INSTALLATION Nailed, stapled or glued

Herringbone

3 1/4" (82.5 mm) MA03H125

INSTALLATION Glued
LEVEL Above, on and below grade

TEXTURE
Smooth texture

LUSTRE
Semi-Gloss

PURE GENIUS
Available in option

FINISH
Titanium

WARRANTY
Lifetime structure
Residential use: 35 years
Light commercial use: 5 years

NOTE
Maturing process: The color of the wood reaches a
darker, richer hue depending on the species and the
amount of light the floor is exposed to. This
phenomenon of oxidation is especially true with
International series products.

PERFECT FIT
High-precision milling and expert craftmanship results in edges
and joints of exceptional detail, ensuring that every Lauzon
plank fits perfectly and evenly... every time.

TITANIUM FINISH
Unsurpassed abrasion resistance: resists scuffing and
scratching.

Health Friendly: no added VOC's, solvents and formaldehyde.
Intelligent choice for allergy and asthma sufferers as well as
individuals with compromised immune systems such as the
sick and the elderly.

Luster Retention: the finish will stay stable from foot traffic
overtime.

Clarity: remarkably clear finish that highlights the warmth and
beauty of the wood.

Sun Protection: Lauzon Sunshield minimizes the yellowing
effects of the sun.

Dynamic Flex: when everyday objects fall on the floor the finish
will bend to follow and still protect the wood.

SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES
Renewable harvesting of trees ensures the forest is left in
better shape for future generations.

FSC® certified.
Technological advancement at Lauzon's saw mill ensure more
of every tree is used.

As part of our "no waste" policy, we transform wood residue
into highly efficient clean burning wood pellets.

PURE GENIUS
Pure Genius is a light-activated, air-purifying agent made of
titanium dioxide integrated into Lauzon's Titanium floor finish.
Activated by natural and artificial light, it breaks down toxic
contaminants on contact and transforms them into harmless
molecules. Its constant and consistent action is so effective
over time, it makes indoor air up to 85% cleaner.


